Blending Polymer Labile Elements at Differing Scales to Affect Degradation Profiles in Heart Valve Scaffolds.
After more than 22 years of research challenges and innovation, the heart valve tissue engineering paradigm still attracts attention as an approach to overcome limitations which exist with clinically utilized mechanical or bioprosthetic heart valves. Despite encouraging results, delayed translation can be attributed to limited knowledge on the concurrent mechanisms of biomaterial degradation in vivo, host inflammatory response, cell recruitment, and de novo tissue elaboration. This study aimed to reduce this gap by evaluating three alternative levels at which lability could be incorporated into candidate polyurethane materials electroprocessed into a valve scaffold. Specifically, polyester and polycarbonate labile soft segment diols were reacted into thermoplastic elastomeric polyurethane ureas that formed scaffolds where (1) a single polyurethane containing both of the two diols in the polymer backbone was synthesized and processed, (2) two polyurethanes were physically blended, one with exclusively polycarbonate and one with exclusively polyester diols, followed by processing of the blend, and (3) the two polyurethane types were concurrently processed to form individual fiber populations in a valve scaffold. The resulting valve scaffolds were characterized in terms of their mechanics before and after exposure to varying periods of pulsatile flow in an enzymatic (lipase) buffer solution. The results showed that valve scaffolds made from the first type of polymer and processing combination experienced more extensive degradation. This approach, although demonstrated with polyurethane scaffolds, can generally be translated to investigate biomaterial approaches where labile elements are introduced at different structural levels to alter degradation properties while largely preserving the overall chemical composition and initial mechanical behavior.